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	Welcome to How to Succeed in Exams and Assessments. We’re pleased

	you have chosen this book and hope it will fulfil its promise and help

	you achieve excellent grades. Our aim has been to provide tried-andtested

	tips covering the whole exam experience, from planning your

	revision to coping with exam nerves. We’ve tried to remain faithful to

	the philosophy of our earlier book, The Smarter Student, by creating

	a quickly accessible resource that you can dip into in time of need.

	We had many kinds of students in mind when we decided to write this

	text and we hope that it will meet your personal needs – regardless of

	your experience and background.





	We would like to offer sincere thanks to many people who have

	influenced us and contributed to the development and production of

	this book. Countless people over the years have helped us to test our

	ideas, especially our PREP resit summer school tutors and students,

	who provided valuable feedback. We are grateful to the following

	colleagues and collaborators who have helped us directly or indirectly:

	Margaret Adamson, Michael Allardice, Chris Carter, Kate Christie,

	Anne-Marie Greenhill, Jane Illés, Jane Prior, Anne Scott, David Walker,

	Amanda Whitehead, Will Whitfield and Hilary-Kay Young. Also, we

	acknowledge those at other universities who have helped frame our

	thoughts, particularly our good friends Rob Reed, Nicki Hedge and

	Esther Daborn. We owe a special debt to the senior colleagues who

	encouraged various projects that contributed to this book, and

	who allowed us the freedom to pursue this avenue of scholarship,

	especially Robin Adamson, Ian Francis, Rod Herbert and David

	Swinfen. At Pearson Education, we have had excellent advice and

	support from Steve Temblett, Georgina Clark-Mazo and Joan Dale

	Lace. Finally, we would like to say thanks to our long-suffering but

	nevertheless enthusiastic families: Derek, Keith and Fiona; and Mary,

	Paul and James, all of whom helped in various capacities.





	We’d be delighted to hear your opinion of the book and receive any

	suggestions you have for additions and improvements.
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Channel Coding Techniques for Wireless CommunicationsSpringer, 2015

	The book discusses modern channel coding techniques for wireless communications such as turbo codes, low parity check codes (LDPC), space-time coding, Reed Solomon (RS) codes and convolutional codes. Many illustrative examples are included in each chapter for easy understanding of the coding techniques. The text is integrated with...
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Maya 8 Character Modeling (Wordware Applications Library)Wordware Publishing, 2006
This Maya modeling book is unique in its approach to modeling a high-resolution character model. Where other books take a grueling approach that often leaves readers confused, Maya 8 Character Modeling breaks down the character into an easy-to-follow formula. Readers learn that modeling a character can be accomplished without the fear of being in...
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Effective Methods for Software TestingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Stop looking for needles in haystacks.    

    

    There's a better way.    

    The Sarbanes-Oxley Act has made quality testing crucial to the software development process. William Perry's Quality Assurance Institute has developed a proven set of guidelines and checklists to help you...
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Six Sigma: Continual Improvement for BusinessesButterworth-Heinemann, 2003
This book shows what it is really like to apply Six Sigma in a range of functions within an organization and also to various types of organizations from the manufacturing sector to commerce and public service. It demonstrates how statistical thinking, coupled with the application of technical and operational knowledge of processes and focus...
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PostgreSQL: The comprehensive guide to building, programming, and administering PostgreSQL databases, Second EditionSams Publishing, 2005
The second edition of the best-selling PostgreSQL has been updated to completely cover new  features and capabilities of the 8.0 version of PostgreSQL. You will be lead  through the internals of the powerful PostgreSQL open source database chapter,  offering an easy-to-read, code-based approach...
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The Puzzle of Orofacial Pain: Integrating Research into Clinical Management (Pain and Headache, Vol. 15)Karger, 2007

	In recent years, progress in pain research has yielded substantial new insights, and this has profoundly altered our understanding of various orofacial pain conditions. Written by renowned international researchers and clinicians, this state-of-the-art textbook presents recent advances in the understanding of orofacial pain and offers...
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